Investigations of line scanning proton therapy with dynamic multi-leaf collimator.
Scanning proton therapy has dosimetric advantage over passive treatment, but has a large penumbra in low-energy region. This study investigates the penumbra reduction when multi-leaf collimators (MLCs) are used for line scanning proton beams and secondary neutron production from MLCs. Scanning beam plans with and without MLC shaping were devised. Line scanning proton plan of 36 energy layers between 71.2 and 155.2 MeV was generated. The MLCs were shaped according to the cross-sectional target shape for each energy layer. The two-dimensional doses were measured through an ion-chamber array, depending on the presence of MLC field, and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were performed. The plan, measurement, and MC data, with and without MLC, were compared at each depth. The secondary neutron dose was simulated with MC. Ambient neutron dose equivalents were computed for the line scanning with 10 × 10 × 5 cm3 volume and maximum proton energy of 150 MeV, with and without MLCs, at lateral distances of 25-200 cm from the isocenter. The neutron dose for a wobbling plan with 10 × 10 × 5 cm3 volume was also evaluated. The lateral penumbra width using MLC was reduced by 23.2% on average, up to a maximum of 32.2%, over the four depths evaluated. The ambient neutron dose equivalent was 18.52% of that of the wobbling beam but was 353.1% larger than the scanning open field. MLC field shaping with line scanning reduced the lateral penumbra and should be effective in sparing normal tissue. However, it is important to investigate the increase in neutron dose.